DAAD Webinar: Getting a Graduate Degree at the School of Integrated Climate System Sciences (SICSS) at the Universität Hamburg

When? March 31, 2015 at 12:00pm EST

Register at https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/29672885096527362

Universität Hamburg

In this webinar, DAAD representative Hanni Geist from the Information Center San Francisco will first talk about funding opportunities to pursue a graduate degree in Germany. In the second part, Courtney Peltzer-Hönicke, Head of the Dept. of International Affairs, and Katharina Röper, Project Coordinator for International Admissions, will introduce to you Universität Hamburg's international graduate programs.

Universität Hamburg is Germany's third-largest university and North Germany's largest educational institution. Its graduate programs provide students research opportunities in innovative fields and under with renowned scientists.

For more information on the university and the programs, please visit www.uni-hamburg.de and www.uni-hamburg.de/degree-programs.
This webinar will be recorded. You can download the recording and the presentations at https://www.daad.org/webinars. If you are interested in the topic and have questions, but cannot attend the live webinar, please register and feel free to send questions to geist@daad.org.

Bauhaus Dessau Foundation and Anhalt University of Applied Sciences in cooperation with Humboldt Universität zu Berlin

The one-year MSc. program is conducted by Bauhaus Dessau Foundation and Anhalt University of Applied Sciences in cooperation with Humboldt Universität zu Berlin. It is conceived as a preparatory step towards a doctoral study. The core of the Masters Program relies on three thematic building blocks, which are communicated using different teaching methods with the participation of the three aforementioned partner institutions: Design as research analysis of the synthesising practices; design as projection anticipation and intervention strategies; design in the world impact and application.

Students apply with a letter of intent, referring thereby to one of the three thematic building blocks. The modules combine theory and practice and research-orientated and projective studies: The teaching formats combine and give equal weight to the formulation of analysis and experimentation, text and image, material and object.

For details, please refer to www.coopdesignresearch.de

... or take a look at facebook

Berlin Summer University of the Arts: July 14th - October 11th, 2015

Apply now for the 2015 BSUA Berlin programme to work on your professional potentials! Artists & Entrepreneurs!
We invite you to take part in this year's programme of the Summer University of the Arts in Berlin. Whether you're interested in artistic dialogue and exchange, want to explore new fields in your artistic career or need assistance in bringing your ideas to fruition - our programme offers a wide range of workshops and lectures to satisfy your needs.

There are many artistic disciplines to choose from - Our courses cover

- Fine Arts
- Music
- Arts Management
- Self Marketing
- Creative Entrepreneurship
- Design & Architecture
- Interdisciplinary
- Performing Arts

and range from classical master classes with famous guests to experimental workshops tackling current issues.

Are you struggling with the main questions as a cultural entrepreneur? Or do you need help with your creative start up? Check out our interdisciplinary offer within the International Summer School of Creative Entrepreneurship, a programme sponsored by the European Regional Development Fund of the Berlin Senate Chancellery - Cultural Affairs with courses in Arts Management and Creative Entrepreneurship. Lecturers with international backgrounds will give you the perfect toolkit to bring your ideas to life or develop a business concept.

Contact:
Stephanie Schwarz at summer-courses@udk-berlin.de
www.summer-university.udk-berlin.de
www.facebook.com/UDKsummercourses

Masters Programs at The Center for Global Politics at Freie Universität Berlin
War in Ukraine, terrorism on the rise, streams of refugees, economic uncertainties, climate change: The world faces serious challenges. In order to tackle them, an in-depth understanding of today’s complexities is necessary. Experts that are able to analyze the situation, give policy advice and cope with conflicting situations are desperately needed.

The Center for Global Politics at Freie Universität Berlin offers three distinct blended learning master programs that help working professionals to navigate this complexity:

- **M. A. International Relations**
- **M. A. East European Studies**
- **Leadership in Eastern Europe**

Each program is designed to allow you to stay on the job while gaining fresh insight and enhancing your global career perspective. They feature a unique digital platform, making them available via distance learning, with students enrolled from around the world. Course work is compatible with heavy work schedules and flexible for professionals who complete their studies from various global locations. The assignments on a digital learning platform are complemented by in-house classes held twice each year in Berlin. Our students and alumni are employed by governments and NGOs, business corporations, international organizations and the media.

International Relations arms students with the tools necessary for acting in a globalized world. They create their own study focus in either Global Politics or Area Studies, and then select from a series of electives on various capital flows (migration, capital and finance, energy, ICTs) and policy issues (conflict management, global cities, cultural narratives).

East European Studies is the world’s only blended learning master program on this region. The focus is on the political, economic, social and cultural developments in Eastern Europe. Students learn to analyze complex situations, give policy advice and reach mutual understandings.

Leadership in Eastern Europe, our newest program, provides reality-based challenges in preparation for getting started in a different cultural and professional background. The one-year Executive Master program provides the professional and entrepreneurial skills needed by professionals of different backgrounds entering an East European context.


Our Student Advisor, Ms. Sabine Pag, is available to answer your questions by phone (+49) 030 8385 4033, and email at sabine.pag@fu-berlin.de.
The Bonn Graduate School of Economics (BGSE) offers a structured doctoral program in economics that combines demanding course work with early individual research in a supportive and intellectually demanding environment. Outstanding (top 10%) students holding a bachelor's or master's degree in economics or related fields (e.g. mathematics, statistics, business administration, accounting, and finance) are encouraged to apply for admission.

All BGSE activities are conducted in English. Grants are available to basically all BGSE students. All students are provided with adequate office space. Our student body benefits from an excellent faculty and numerous collaborative research activities.

Please visit the BGSE website for application requirements and information on the program [www.bgse.uni-bonn.de](http://www.bgse.uni-bonn.de).

Applications have to be submitted online (via [www.bgse.uni-bonn.de](http://www.bgse.uni-bonn.de)). The application deadline for the program starting in October is March 31, 2015.
Technische Universität Berlin (TUB), Germany, established a satellite Campus in El Gouna to act as an academic hub and research center at the Red Sea in Egypt. TUB Campus El Gouna currently conducts three advanced Masters degree programs in:

- Energy Engineering
- Urban Development
- Water Engineering

All two-year programs comprise 120 Credit Points (ECTS) and are taught in English. Students graduate with a full Masters degree by Technische Universität Berlin. Next to their study time in El Gouna, they spend up to one year at TUBs mother campus in Berlin.

Deadline for application: 31 May 2015

TUB Campus El Gouna was founded as a nonprofit Public-Private-Partnership between TU Berlin, Orascom Development Holding (ODH), and Sawiris Foundation for Social Development (SFSD). Teaching and research are conducted by staff of Technische Universität Berlin and international experts under German regulations for higher education.

The exceptional location of TUB Campus El Gouna provides a state-of-the-art environment for studying and research, while serving as bridge for scientific and intercultural exchange between Europe, the MENA region, and worldwide.

For more information, please visit: [www.campus-elgouna.tu-berlin.de](http://www.campus-elgouna.tu-berlin.de) and follow us on [www.facebook.com/CampusElGouna](http://www.facebook.com/CampusElGouna)